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TRIBUTE TO THE MEMORY OF MR. EDUARBO MUNDLANE

On the proposal of the Chairman, the Members of the Committee

observed a minuters silence in tribute to the memory of Mr, Eduardo

Mundlane, President of the Mozambique Liberation Front (PRELIMO).

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA AND ADOPTION OF

COMMEMORATIVE RESOLUTION (Agenda item 2)

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGES (contld)

Mr. ABDEL-RAHMAN (Observer for the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization - UNIDO), speaking at the invitation of the

Chairman, said that the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) had, during

the past ten years, helped the Africans to discover themselves in all

fields of economic and social development including industrialization.

UNIDO gave high priority to co-operation with ECA and in I968 had

concluded a formal agreement establishing clear principles and procedures

of co-operation between the two bodies, which should lead to better

programme harmonization and enable them to use their limited resources

to the full.

Industrialization in Africa was still in its early stages but it

was essential that efforts should be continued to establish viable

policies of industrialization and implement them according to clearly

defined programmes of action which would mobilize all potential

domestic and external resources „ Such industrialization efforts, in

which the ECA would play a crucial role, should continue in the Second

Development Decade with added vigour and greater experience, UNIDO

would continue to maintain close contact with the African countries and

regional organizations. Two UNIDO Industrial Field Advisers were

already working in Easx and Central Africa and another would shortly

be appointed to West Africa,, The ECA and UNIDO would co-operate to make

full use of tha services of the five Industrial Advisers stationed in

Addis Ababa* Among the joint activities being prepared for the coming

months were a-meeting to promote industrial investment as a follow-up to

the two meetings h«ld in Addis Ababa "by ECA, which would benefit from

TJHIDO's experience since the International Symposium in Athens.
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Such joint action would eventually lead to a single United Hation3

industrial programme in Africa- It was fully realized that the success

of industrialization in Africa depended primarily upon the individual and

collective efforts of the African countries themselves, but the-contribu

tion of international organizations could be helpful in advising the

countries about industrial policies and programmes and in promoting

greater flow of finance and experience from the industrialized countries

to Africa.

In conclusion, he expressed his gratification at the growth and

development of ECA which was largely due.to the guidance, patience and

perseverance of its Executive Secretary.

At the request of the Chairman, the SECRETARY read out

congratulatory messages from the following organizations: African-

American Chamber of Commerce, Lake Chad Basin Commission, Secretary for

the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance,' Cameroon Federal Republic.

Mr. BOMANI (United Republic of Tanzania) congratulated the

Secretariat on laying the basic foundations of economic and social

development and self-reliance in the African continent during the first

ten1 years1" of ECA'b existence, despite difficult external conditions,

rlt hadthus won the respect of many Member States although it still had

to convince them that.their confidence had not been misplaced.

The Commission would not allow the non-economic forces of neo

colonialism and racialism to deter its efforts to eliminate ignorance,

poverty and disease, as well as outdated political domination and

economic bondage, from the African continent. It was determined to

carry out the struggle for the dignity of Africa and its people until

total success was achieved.

The nature and magnitude of the challenge before the Commission

required it to function immediately with the confidence which other

similar institutions in the developed countries had acquired only after

a long period. ...
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It was no mere coincidence that the Commission's headquarters had

been set up in a country, the Bnperor of which had contributed so

greatly to raising the status of Africa0

In conclusion, his delegation assured the Executive Secretary and

his staff of its unqualified support in the execution of the Commission^

future work.

Mr, NGAIANDE (Zambia) read a message from the President of the

Republic of Zambia in which he said that it was time to reappraise the

general outlook of ECA with a view to establishing a firm foundation

based on past experience„

Although the number of countries had grown to over 40 during the

ten years of the Commission's existence, it was a matter of grave concern

that oppressive regimes prevented a number of African States from

collaborating in planning their own future* Zambia believed that the

ultimate goal of ECA - the betterment of the economic and social living

conditions of the African people - was only possible if ECA ensured the

appropriate exploitation and distribution of the natural human and

material resources of the continent, which was not possible so long as

colonial regimes prevented their inhabitants from participating in the

benefits of modern science and technology*

Mr. DUTSOEIN (Observer for Israel), speaking at the invitation

of the Chairman, said that the ten years existence of ECA had seen the

attainment of independence by the -vast majority of the African peoples

and it was to be hoped that the remaining vestiges of colonialism would

soon disappear, T!he Commission's work in research, planning and training

had certainly been an important factor in the economic growth of the

African countries over the same period,, Israel was proud to have been

able to play a modest part in that process, drawing upon its own

experience in economic and social development to provide advisory experts

and train African students* It intended not only to continue that work,

but also to seek new forms of co—operation
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Hie rate of growth of the developing countries had been disappoint

ingly small and the gap between the poor and rich countries was continuing

to widen* At the present rate of annual growth of per capita income, it

would take 70 years to double the Very low income of the average African,

In order that the African countries should make their independence

meaningful, they required increased international assistance and colla

boration in the social and economic sphere. The development requirement

of- each country should be assessed according to priorities based on its

own natural and' human resources.

Far the greatest number of people in Africa were farmers and in order

to enable them to produce adequately for the national and world markets,

'production had to be streamlined according to market needs and new crops

and modern cultivation methods introduced, It was incumbent on African

■nations substantially to increase the production of agricultural

commodities for a1world in which so many people were still suffering

frbm malnutrition. The great increase in the agricultural production

of his own country between I956 and I965 for a very small increase in the

farming population had been achieved by a combination of investment and

skill,' in arid country and by people with no agricultural tradition or

experience. Given the necessary 'means a^d technical knowledge a similar

measure of development could be reached in ar.y other country- If that

were achieved'by the,end of the next decade^ the developing countries

would not only be able to faed tlialr-own populations and increase their

exports-, but. also to release a substantial proportion of their' farming

population for.industrial development,; It was in that field that his

country- could contribute by sharing its experience gained; by trial and

error. The fruitful co-operation between the.Commission and. the Israel

Government would be increased during the next crucial decade.

1 ■ ■ Mr, STLLA.' (Senegal), speaking on behalf of the French-speaking

countries, reaffirmed' those countriesr support"of the'Commission. During

the ten years of its existence the* Commission had experienced1 many ups

and downs but it nevertheless remained the instrument through which
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African countries hoped bo be able to oyerqome the problem of under-

development. The secretariat was to be congratulated on the work

accomplished during the past ten years, particularly on the establishment

of such institutions as.the Institute fur Economic Development and Planning

(IDEP), the African Development Bank (ADB), the Conference of African

Statisticians, the Conference of African Planners, the Association of

Central Banks, the Association for the Advancement of Science in Africa,

the Association of African Airlines; and the regional offices in Niamey,

Kinshasa,, Rangier and Lusaka* The successes achieved justified the hope

that during.the second Development Decade Africa's economic oo-operation

and integration would be strengthened-, During the next ten years, there

fore, the secretariat should further its efforts to secure the economic

and social advancement of the African countries, so long hampered by the

unfavourable organization of international markets and, the deteriorating

terms of trade. . .

Mr. SEPULVEDA (Observer for Chile), speaking at tfce...invitation

of the Chairman, congratulated the Economic Commission for Africa on

its outstanding accomplishments* He wished also to thank His Imperial

Majesty the Emperor., the Government and people of Ethiopia) for the

generous hospitality extended tc all. participants in the session*

The government of the Republic of Chile, aware of the problems

confronting the African nations in their efforts to achieve economic and

social development, woulr1 follow the work of the session, particularly

the discussions on 3u"b—regional economic co-operation, with keen interest.

Chile had noted the successful activities of the East African Community,

the Senegal River States and the Economic Community of Central Africa

and was convinced that thsy would contribute towards removing the bar

riers to *ih& continent!s industrialization. The Latin American countries,

too, had taken steps tc promote sub—regional co-operations in I96I

the Treaty of Montevideo had led to the establishment of a free trade
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area; in August 1966, the Presidents of the Republics of Chile,

Colombia and Venezuela and representatives of the Heads of State of

Peru and Ecuador had met in Bogota to lay the bases for the establish

ment of a sub-regional market; and, in April I967, the principles cf

the sub-regional agreements had been reaffirmed in the Punta del Este

"Declaration of the Presidents of America". Those actions had led to

the signature of the Treaty of the Andes Group as a result of which

progress had been made. It should be noted, too, that the member

countries of the Latin American Free Trade Association (AIALC) had

doubled their trade in nine years. The achievements of the groupings

to which he had referred proved the need for and value of integration,

the importance of which had been stressed both by the Chilean-President

during the State visit to Chile of the President of Zambia and by the

Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs on the occasion of the celebration

of the Twentieth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights.

If the second Development Decade achieved its objective of

establishing a new economic structure and if countries really integrated

their economies all peoples would be able to live in a world of justice,

well-being, dignity and securityt
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: . Mr* NDISI (Observer for the International Labour Organisation -

ILO) speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that his organisa

tion, like .SCA, had an important anniversary in 1968. The strong links

between the ILO and ECA were forged by common interest and aims and

expressed in common programmes. ILO*s participation provided additional

expert experience for SCA technical meetings, its representation on the

Joint Standing Committees facilitated the co-ordination of operations

.; and joint participation in surveys, the Sharing of documentation and

research ensured that hardly-won knowledge was put to the fullest use*

' That co-operation had increased substantially since the establish

ment of the ILO Regional Office for Africa in Addis Ababa, largely

because of the presence of i^CA in that city. ILO deeply appreciated

ECA's contribution to the expansion of its services to Africa. Much

had been achieved in the past ten years during which the Commission's

work had helped to determine the broad patterns of the development of

Africa's human and material resources. During that time, KCA had ensured

itself an honourable place in the history of independent Africa. It

could be assured of the support and co-operation of ILO in the fulfilment

of the continent's promise of greatness and the hopes of its peoples

for dignity, respect, freedom and peace,

Mr. HJTTL&R (Observer, International Telecommunication Union),

speaking at the invitation of the Chairmans conveyed the congratulations

of "the Secretary-General of the ITJ to £CA and wished the Commission .all

success for the future,, The ITO greatly appreciated the co-operation

it had received from i£CA in its efforts to promote development.

In association with other United Nations bodies and with i^CA and

OAHj_ the I2U had established a number of projects which were beginning

to bear fruit. There were, for example, six large Special Fund training

projects and 20 smaller projects providing training and technical advice.

Investigations were in hand for the establishment of other,Special £und

projects, particularly multinational training projects designed.to meet

the needs of countries unable by themselves to support normal Special

Fund projects for particularly classes of educational training. In
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conjunction with tfcs Universal Postal Union (TJHJ), postal training was

being provided in some iaru establishments.. The Union had organized,

in Dakar, a seminar on management of the telecommunications network,

and would organize a similar seminar in Addis Ababa in February I969.

It also hoped to arrange a seminar on the telecommunication aspects

of broadcasting and radio relaj requirements of special interest to

the Union of National Eadio and Television Organizations of Africa.

The United Nations Development Programme (UND?) had approved two seminars

for I97O on suoh subjects as training methodology and techniques. The

regional programme fund vculd ,-..;■.■,/,!-:j various fellowships for those

seminars, all of which would "be held i:i Africa^ There would also be

two ITU seminars in Geneva9 one late in 1969 and the other early in I97O

on such subjects az spaca and ^orLVer.tiei'iEl radio communications and

their operations and technical advances and their regulation.

The coming into service c.f the expei-incntal :-.rans-African pilot

project connection; Addi,; Ababa <*nd Abidjan and providing full-time speech

transmission, teD.ox and tel.egra.ph -Tacilitiei? was a significant development

which would contribute to tLo ;-j.Leoo.jiir.uii.ioai;ioMi3:, economic., social and

genera}, development of tbe oont.aicnt, The p.roject was important, too,

because the normal i\indin.2 autho-f :'• tios' view of tLe rate of return had

differed from that of J/j,,.- otaer parties involved in the project, Fow,

however, the project -jc".u ;;n o^r-a tic::tt.L fact and could be regarded as

a preinvestment which ha,:, lc-.ii. -;.ho ^oundatioi, for future developmental

investment* If it vas a ^06^0, sv,,iij_ar Jypen of projects would probably

receive sympathetic con&lC.orv.t;. on in fch?, future, Tho economic benefits

to be derived from the iisvr He:.-i.cs -«.,o oousidei-able. Telephone, telez

and telegraph charges: : ' ' ■ ■ 1 i^thicpin ^d ino Ivo.ry Coast had,for instance,

already been reduced ;-.nd the re.-,- pricing policy vr:uld make a substantial

■contribution to the individual and cc.ioo^ve infrastructures Of African

qountries, The servica oouid- i>. fi^ploitecl by other countries with circuit

connexions to either Addici or ^oidjan sc Laer-e vao reason to' hope" for

increased inre^ fcment 1:1 tho tol^oomnuni oai:ion sector-, Tliat raised the

prospect of a start of Wleocsniunicy.7.; c:ic industrialization even if in
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the early stages it was confined to' assembly and some manufacture of

piece parts.

The importance of regional co-operation in the development of the

Regional African Telecommunication Plan could not be over-emphasized.

The project complied with the provisions of Resolution 162 of the Eighth

Session of ECA "and Resolution 3 cf the joint j^GA/OAU meeting on

telecommunications. Work had already started on the preliminar studies

which would precede the preinvestment survey, to the basic objectives

of which 32 countries had given their consent in principle. In the

preliminary phase no capital contributions were required from participating

countries which would be requested only to receive experts and provide

them with traffic information and clerical and administrative support.

Currently, not all Governments were co-operating in the study and it

was likely that experts would be unable to complete their tasks. He

appealed, therefore, to delegations to ensure that their Governments

co-operated in the first phase of the worka It should be understood,

in that connexion, that Governments participating in the first phase

would not be committed to participating in the second phase.

In conclusion he thanked the i^CA secretariat for the assistance

it had given the joint BCA/lTU unit.

Mr. PATAKI (Observer for Hungary), speaking at the invitation

of the Chairman, said that it was a privilege to be able to participate

in the tenth anniversary celebrations of the Economic Commission for

Africa,

In an age of inte.vdepende^oe no member of the United Nations

could remain indifferent to the course of economic and social development

in Africa, for suoh development would inevitably have a beneficial impact

on the other areas of the world, It was regrettable therefore that

vast territories of the continent were still under the colonial yoke

and unable to become members of ilCA which had done so much to promote

the economic development of the region and whose activities covered such
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varied matters as development planning, industrial development, commodity

price stabilization, monetary and fiscal co-operation in Africa, vocational

.{training and the organization of research*

Following the iiixecutive Secretary^ visit in 1964> Hungary had co

operated in the establishment of an £ast African Water Research Institute.

It had also entered into trade agreements with several African countries

as a result of which Hungary's exports to Africa had increased by 128

per cent between 1962 and 1967 and its imports from Africa by 254 per

cent during the same periods Agreements on scientific and technical^

co-operation had also been concluded with many African States under

which hundreds of Hungarian experts were working in Africa and hundreds

of Africans received vocational training or higher education in Hungary*

His Government intended to continue and expand that policy of co-operation

with ECA.
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. . . , Misa McKITTJiiRICK (Observer for. the United; Nations-;Mucational,

Scientific, and Cultural Organization), speaking at the invitation; of

the Chairman,, conveyed greetings from,the Director-General, of UNSgCO

to 3CA on the occasion of its tenth anniversary. ...

The nineteen-sixties would go downin African, history as., tfee, years

w&en the greatest advances had been made in education and the Commissions

contribution in that regard had been significant. That .the value of

education as a productive investment had been recognized in the past

ten year's"was"undoubtedly a source of satisfaction to 'UIluSCO and SCA

■alike. 'It could not be1 too oft-repeated that man was'the major source

of development and its unique purpose. ' ..■.-.-.•

Lastly, she reaffirmed TBiSSCO's desire not only for co-ordination -

a^means to an end - but also for co-operation - which signified action

by the raeraber: States of both ECA and UNESCO which were, in effect, one

antt the same.' .'■■•■■'.

. „ . , . Mr.. SIHU (Observer for Romania), speaking.;at the invitation of

the Chairman, thanked the Ethiopian Government and J3CA for their

invitation to attend the Commission's tenth anniversary celebrations.

.., .Romania was itself engaged in a major development programme: and

therefore had every sympathy with African countries in their efforts to

promote the well-being of their peoples. In recent years, Romania had

established fruitful relu/oions, in xhe sphere of trade, economic and

industrial co-operation and professional training, with more than^

30 African countries, its policy in that connexion being based on the

recognized principles of respect for national sovereignty, independence,

equality and mutual benefit.' '

Several speakers had rightly stressed the future importance to

economic development of industrialisation, planning and diversification

of agriculture, which importance had been recognized in his Governmentfs

economic policy.
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Romania also made a tangible contribution to the United Nations and

its specialized agencies, whose aim it was to enrich the content of

international, economic, technical and scientific co-operation.

In conclusion, he wished the iiinth session of the Commission every

success in its work and expressed the hope that it would find the best

solutions for surmounting the problems with which African countries would

be faced in the forthcoming decade0

Mr. OEM (Observer for the Republic of Korea), speaking at the

invitation of the Chairman, extended the congratulations and good wishes

of his Government and people to the ECA on the occasion of its tenth

anniversary.

The Korean people, despite the great distance separating them

from Africa, felt a close bond with the African continent - a fact

attested to by the high-level visits exchanged in recent years between

officials from Korea and several African countries. The 1968 State

visit of His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia would occupy

a special place in the memory of the Korean people.

The Korean Government had recently launched an aid programme

which, though presently limited'mainly to agriculture and technology,

it hoped to expand when resources allowed,,

Though 3CA was only half as old as ECAFE - which had celebrated its

twentieth anniversary in 1967 - it had made considerable progress towards

economic development and had played a significant role in regard to

regional co-operation and integration*

His delegation trusted that the African Development Bank would

contribute to rapid and widespread economic development throughout Africa

and that iiiCA!s example in setting up economic groupings would be followed

by other regional economic organizations. It was encouraging to note

the rising tide in the efforts of African peoples to improve their lot -
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a trend which was, moreover, world-wide. There were also signs of

closer co-operation between the developed and the developing countries,

as evidenced by the creation of UNCTAD, and it was to be hoped that such

co-operation would continue to increase until the aspirations of all

developing countries had been met.

In conclusion, he thanked the Executive Secretary for the invitation

extended to his Government to be represented at the Commission's ninth

session and expressed the hope that an even brighter future was in store

for EGA in the next decade.

Mr. TEFEDELEN (Observer for Turkey), speaking at the invitation

of the Chairman, said that Turkey was high on the list of those countries

that were particularly sympathetic to, and interested,in, the problems

of African development, having experienced the same problems itself -

problems that, happily for Turkey, were now in the past.

Complete independence could be achieved only through economic

independence and Turkey was therefore fully sympathetic with the stand

taken in that sense by African countries. Independence did not,

however, preclude co-operation with other countries, provided such

co-operation was fair and beneficial and devoid of any attempt at

exploitation.

The idealism of African peoples, coupled with their firm intention

to regain their sovereignty, provided the best assurance that the efforts

they were deploying, under the aegis of ECA and its Executive Secretary,

to achieve a higher standard of living would be crowned with success.

Lastly, on behalf of his Government, he wished the Commission

every success for its ninth session and in the Second Development Decade.
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Mr.; EL.AMLY (.Observer for the World Meteorological Organization),

speaking at the .invitation of the. Chairman, congratulated ECA, on behalf

of the. Director-General; of the World Meteorological Organization., .q,n the

occasion, of its tenth anniversary and extended best wishes for t&e....

success of the Commission's ninth session. . ., . . .

. . , WMO. had co-operated clpsely with ECA.in. the past, particularly in

regard to water resources development, and trusted that collaboration

would be intensified in future,, since meteorological, information was

a prerequisite for the sound planning of national economies and .

accelerated exploitation of natural resources.

The world stood at the threshold of a major break-though in regard

to meteorology, since a new world weather system, termed the "World

Weather Watch", was expected to'come into operation a few years hence.

That system would make more accurate and extensive forecasting possible.

Lastly, he wished ECA and its Executive Secretary every success in

the decade ahead and expressed WMO's willingness to' co-operate with the

Commission for the benefit of the African people.

■ ... Mr. EL.BOGHDADY-(Observer for the League of Arab' States)', ■

speaking at the invitation-of the Chairman, thanked the Emperor* "

Government and people of Ethiopia for their hospitality -sind, on behalf

.of.the League of Arab States., congratulated ECA upon the ...occasion of its

te.nth anniversary-

■ .-■■. -In a -relatively short span of time, ECA had laid the foundation for

■multi-national -African1 co-operation, extended its activities torcover

many aspects of economic and social development, carried out valuable

research and. studies, and played a significant role in promoting, regional

and sub—regional co—operation,
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The League of Arab States had drawn great "benefit from ECA's

studies, since the area under its coverage shared many of the problems

confronting ECA's member countries. Its main aim was to translate the

common outlook of its members, which shared the same language, culture

and civilization, into tangible forms of regional co-operation. In so

doing, it had always taken care to align itself with the activities and

principles of the United Nations family and., to that end, had developed

close working relations with the latter. Such relations were, particularly

important when it came to EGA, in view of the similarity of the develop

ment activities between the two and the fact that sis of the Arab League

States were members of

Lastly, he wished ECA every success in the forthcoming decade and

paid tribute to the Executive Secretary and his staff.

Mr. RIFAAT (Observer for the Afro-Asian Organization for

Economic Co-operation)* speaking at the invitation of the Chairman,

congratulated ECA on the occasion of its tenth anniversary and thanked

the Emperor, Government and people of Ethiopia for their hospitality.

The Afro-Asian Organisation for Economic Co-operation (AFRAS3C)

shared ECA's objectives and looked to the Commission for guidance and

support. It trusted that the cordial relations it had enjoyed with ECA

in the past would be intensified in future*

AFRASEC, whose membership was confined to national federations of

chambers of commerce and agriculture and similar institutions in Africa

and Asia, was a non-governmental organization which sought to promote

economic co-operation within .£sia and Africa and throughout the rest of

the world. It had recently evolved a new work strategy which, practical

experience had shown, could, be used to mobilize national industrial- and

trade organizations in the service o:T economic development in general

and international technical co-operation in particular. A detailed

memorandum on the salient features of that strategy had been deposited

with the secretariat for distribution to any interested representative.
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. ■ Mr. F.E.A.- WALRAVEN (Observer for the Netherlands), speaking

at the invitation.of the Chairman, said that the ^historic ties of.

friendship between his country and Ethiopia had found renewed expression

in the State Visit of its Queen to that country.

At the time of the first session of the EC A, Africa was oh the:

threshold of what Would probably be the most interesting decade "in its

history,' during which the number of its independent States had risen

from nine to over forty.

It was therefore extremely important that ECA should promote sub-

regional, multinational and regional co-operation.

The achievements of ECA over the past ten years had been impressive.

Within the framework, of the preparations for an international development

strategy for the 1970's,. it was significant that the third session of the

United Nations Committee for Development Planning should have, been held

in Mdis Ababa in co-operation with the ECA, which was so well acquainted

.wrth' the problems and needs of the African countries .and which ;had an

important part to play in preparing that strategy and in executing the

programmes to be carried out during the next decade.

■ A:key element in that strategy was the aid volume" target. His

country intended to spend one per cent of the net national product on

development aid from public, funds. It had already, exceeded the target

set by the Second United. Nations Conference on Trade and Development in

1967. . .... ,: ..

The1 Netherlands had always been convinced of ECA!s vital role in

African development and already co-operate&: in several of its projects

and activities. It would be -glad t6 support them'further-and'offered

the services of highly qualified' experts' to co-operate in other projects-

His country shared the Executive Secretary's belief that an

extremely important task awaited the ECA in the next ten years.
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Mr. LLOYE (Observer for the International Atomic Energy Agency),

speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that the Director-General

of IAEA had requested him to convey to ECA on the occasion of its tenth

anniversary his warm congratulations and his "best wishes for its future

success. The Agency looked forward to continued cordial and fruitful

co-operation with the Commission,

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m.




